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Dear Members, 

I was doing a longer term study on 

astro currency charts. 

For British Pound 16 September 1992 

considered a black Wednesday, 

because British Pound forced to 

removed from European exchange 

rate mechanism because it fell too low 

from fixed rate. George Soros, high 

profile currency trader, made over one 

billion dollars by shorting sterling 

pound. British Pound fell from 200 

to 140 in few months. Same 

trend took place in 2008 

when pound fell from 200 

to 138, both the charts are 

here first one is 1992 and 

second one 2008.  

Edition 19.0 

 

May 22, 2011 

http://futures.tradingcharts.com/chart/BP
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On 1 Jan 1999, euro currency was officially launched, this was during tech bubble era 

when Mars and Mercury were planning key role and Saturn was clearly in mood of 

aggression. Saturn changed house in early 2000, technology crashed and euro made 

new lows. A New Century begun, slowly financial market entered into new cycle, we 

predicted rise of 

commodity and 

fall of dollar. 

Euro was 

trading 

around 0.83, 

and our call 

was reaching 

1.38 in 5 to 7 

year time. It 

did, in fact it 

passed and 

went far 

above.  

Since the last 

three years 

euro has been 

struggling, it 

got stuck in 

the range of 1.50 to 1.20, people are not able to put correct price as many European 

countries are sharing Euro, but each countries has it’s own economy. Germany is a key 

player, but debt problem in many EU countries is giving trouble to many investors and 

central banks to find right value of Euro. 

If you ask me to put value for Euro then I will put back 0.83 from where this rally 

started, because compare to 2001, EU countries are having more problems and this 

leading to keep more and more euro to resolve other EU members problem. 

Astrologically also time is not that favorable but next year Euro will face huge 

challenge from planet Jupiter. Surely euro will melt down quickly before anyone even 

analyses.  

Why are people talking about negative dollar, why don’t they see problem of euro? It 

is clear that people or analysts have been acting biased. Mr. Bernanke (with great 

personal astro chart) is doing great job, taking care of problem of own economy and 
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try to short out but on the other hand Mr. Trichet (too powerful astro chart) is sitting 

with ignorance; we can see that he thinks other EU members problem are not too big 

to resolver, also some time his attitude is that these EU members are adopted, and 

they are outsider. This attitude will bring down EU because Mr. Trichet astro chart is 

very strong but his Mars is giving him too much over confidence and that is negative. 

Worst period for Euro will start once Mr. Trichet is gone that will be sunset for euro.   

In short watch Euro and dollar closely as one will soon bow down and will near to 

collapse, dollar astro chart is coming in rising cycle so it is clear that EURO will lose this 

war. 

 

Let’s see what this week indicates from 23-27 May 

GOLD/SILVER 

Last week gold performed as planetary movements, this week we see weaker trend on 

Monday so any positive trend should be taken selling opportunity as by end of day 

gold and silver will close lower.  

Tuesday and Wednesday there will be mixed trend with volatility but Thursday will be 

a great buying opportunity as gold and silver will move up sharply so great opportunity 

to buy gold and silver in the last hour of USA trading or on Thursday morning in Asian 

market. 

This week gold can make high of $1538 to $1545 and silver can move toward $37.80, 

from $34.35.  

It is clear that planets are supporting gold and last week Friday Moon supported 

metals so that was only reason I call buying gold at $1495 even when dollar was 

rocking. Many times planets give solid trade with 100% convince.  

For gold and silver overall trend: 

Short term (one week) – positive with mix trend 

 

BASE METAL 

Last week our call on buying copper proven very gainful, still our buying call on copper 

is on, so buy copper on weakness on Tuesday or Wednesday. Our next target for 

copper is $419 to $423, buy copper around $404. 
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Palladium will trade positive but platinum and other base metals will remain weaker or 

in uncertain trading zone so better to avoid these other base metals. 

 

Short term (one week) – positive 

 

STOCK MARKETS 

All major markets are trading sideways or weaker as predicted, this week we also 

predict weaker trend for all major stock indexes. Hong Kong and Australia may remain 

sideways but European and USA equity will fall and fall can be around three percent. 

Sell all major equity on Monday opening and cover part of the position on Thursday.  

Last week solar stocks struggled and made multi months’ lows, uranium stocks are 

kind of bottoming and lithium remained directionless. Investors are trying to find right 

valuations for Rare earth metal stocks so overall trend will remain to just wait and 

watch but surely there will be fishing in these areas. 

Dividend and utility ETF’s performed well, bond ETF’s remained sideway and it looks 

like they are topping out.  Semiconductor and materials keep trading lowers with 

banks EFT’s. We should remain alert as great buying opportunity will be on the way 

once our shorter term astro indicators give buying signal. 

 

Short term (one week) – Negative 

 

COFFEE/COTTON/SUGAR/COCOA 

We still recommend holding position in cotton and sugar which we recommended last 

week. This week Tuesday and Wednesday some weakness will come but take as 

buying opportunity. Thursday and Friday they may gain some value but medium term 

trend in all soft commodities are still weaker. Higher side cotton can touch $162.90 

and sugar $23.30. 

Coffee and cocoa have been trading weaker; our call is still avoid these both soft 

commodities. Lower side coffee can touch $251 and cocoa $2725. Shorter and 

medium term both these soft commodities will trade weaker. Wait for our buying call.  
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Short term (one week) – Negative for coffee and cocoa 

 

GRAINS 

Last week grains remain positive, this week also we are expecting positive trend on 

Monday but planets are advising us to book profit on Monday or early Tuesday 

because after Tuesday weakness is indicating in grains, but still we don’t recommend 

shorting grains until 30th of May. Medium term trend in grains will remain weaker. 

Hold rice position and expect to reach $15.65.  

 

Short term (one week) – Sideways 

 

OIL 

This week oil will correct sharply so great opportunity to trade in oil. Monday onwards 

oil will start trading weaker, so any sharp rise or around $101.80 one can sell oil on 

Monday. Astro indicators are giving us lower side target $96.10 and maximum higher 

side $103.80 if its follows precious metal trend on Thursday and Friday. Build some sell 

position on any rise without fear as oil is in medium term weakness. 

Natural gas will remain weaker for early this week but from Thursday it will start 

moving up and Friday also it will remain positive. Trading range will be $4.21 to $4.48. 

 

CURRENCIES 

In the last two weeks US 

Dollar index made huge up 

move, we are more 

worried on euro weaker 

trend than exited of up 

move in dollar. Yes, there is 

big concern and 

astrological chart is also 

not very positive for euro. 

We are expecting total 
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collapse of euro rather than slowly down so traders should be very careful those who 

trades with resistance or support level. Also don’t buy thinking that Euro has fallen big 

from 1.49 to $1.42 because lot is there to happen. Here is 25 year dollar index chart. 

Euro problem will automatically push dollar up, dollar doesn’t have to climb or look for 

support of buying, fall of euro will push dollar higher. We strongly recommend building 

position in dollar index and this will be safest trade of coming time.   

Japanese Yen and Euro looks most weak currency at this stage, take sell position in 

both of these currencies on Monday or around 1.4240 in Euro and Yen 1.2300, target 

euro 1.3960 and Yen 1.2035 during this week. Monday to Wednesday dollar will gain 

against Euro and yen. 

British pound, Australian and Canadian will gain value against Euro.  

Swiss Franc will remain in trading range so only short term trading is advisable in 

Franc. It will hang between, 1.1040 to 1.1465 these are trading point so take a trade 

once it reaches these prices. 

Monday trading range: 

Monday’s trading range for Australian will be 1.0698 to 1.0598, (cover on weakness) 

British pound 1.6175 to 1.6305 (buy on weakness) 

Canadian 1.0340 to 1.0232 (weaker side) 

Swiss Franc 1.1427 to 1.1322 (mix trend) 

Dollar Index 76.15 to 75.52 (buy on lower side, and keep adding on low side) 

Euro 1.4232 to 1.4096 (trend will remain weaker, sell on higher side) 

Yen 1.2292 to 1.2205. (More on weaker side, sell on higher side, one can hold sell 

position toward next day) 

I am sure these should be trading range in currencies, and one should sell on higher 

side and one should buy on lower side. I am 99% sure that these prices will fulfill and 

once our outcome is successful then we will provide everyday trading range for 

currencies and all commodities and I am sure this will add value to your subscriptions. 

 

 New rate for newsletter yearly subscription will be $4500 from $3000 

 Flash news yearly rate will be $1800 from $900 
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Please subscribe in next 24 hours before prices go up, current subscriber can also 

extend their services at current maximum for a year.  

 

Thanks & God Bless  

Mahendra Sharma 


